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Abstract

Person re-identification is an important task in video
surveillance that aims to associate people across camera
views at different locations and time. View variability is
always a challenging problem seriously degrading person
re-identification performance. Most of the existing meth-
ods either focus on how to learn view invariant feature or
how to combine view-wise features. In this paper, we main-
ly focus on how to learn view-invariant features by getting
rid of view specific information through a view confusion
learning mechanism. Specifically, we propose an end-to-
end trainable framework, called View Confusion Feature
Learning (VCFL), for person Re-ID across cameras. To
the best of our knowledge, VCFL is originally proposed to
learn view-invariant identity-wise features, and it is a kind
of combination of view-generic and view-specific method-
s. Classifiers and feature centers are utilized to achieve
view confusion. Furthermore, we extract sift-guided fea-
tures by using bag-of-words model to help supervise the
training of deep networks and enhance the view invariance
of features. In experiments, our approach is validated on
three benchmark datasets including CUHK01, CUHK03,
and MARKET1501, which show the superiority of the pro-
posed method over several state-of-the-art approaches.

1. Introduction

Person re-identification (ReID) is widely applied in
many situations such as long-term multi-camera tracking
and forensic search. However, due to the problem of
non-overlapping area between different camera views, re-
identifying pedestrians using appearance features and ana-
lyzing their activities across cameras in time and space cues
become rather difficult. Results from the variability of cam-
era view, inter-similarity under the same camera becomes
more significant than intra-similarity under different cam-
eras. Just as is shown in Figure 1, we aim to solve cross-
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Figure 1. Dissimilarity is caused by view changes, and our goal is
to achieve view confusion. View confusion is achieved by drawing
the distance of each view close and expecting the view classifier to
identify each view to common view. Note that the common view
is obtained by the average of the 4 views.

view problems through view confusion mechanism.
In order to mitigate the influence caused by view vari-

ability, existing methods mainly focus on learning robust
and discriminative representations [15, 20], or robust simi-
larity match metrics [34, 12, 20, 25] in a supervised manner.
Recently, deep learning has gained much attention for learn-
ing deep features and metrics in an end-to-end network, and
achieves promising results in re-id tasks. Powerful image
features should be invariant to variations in illumination,
image quality, and especially viewpoint. Many hand-crafted
feature types have been used for re-identification, e.g. col-
or, textures, edges and shape, but the discrimination is un-
satisfactory. Although deeply learned features have been
proved to be powerful in Re-ID tasks, the deep representa-
tion is still easily wrapped with view changes. We mainly
focus on methods solving cross view changes in deep neu-
ral network, which are usually achieved by either design-
ing view-generic models or designing view-specific models
with camera view information. View-generic models aim to
learn view-invariant features without taking the view infor-
mation (e.g. pose labels) into consideration, however, they



may still suffer from feature distortion caused by camera
view variations. The reason is that different views have d-
ifferent impacts on feature extraction, and we can not use
only one model to extract features that are invariant to al-
l views. View-specific models aim to utilize camera view
information to help cross-view data adaptation and learn
view-specific features, however, these features are often
limited compared with view-shared features because they
are only suitable in specific views. Thus, in this paper,
we propose to learn view-invariant features by combining
view-generic models and view-specific models, so that our
method can be invariant to feature distortion caused by cam-
era view changes.

To achieve view confusion, we consider to propose our
method in three aspects: classifier based confusion, feature
based confusion and sifted guided confusion. Taking ad-
vantages of adversarial thoughts, features are confused to
be view-invariant via the iterative training between feature
extractor and view classifier. Also, view confusion can be
achieved by making features with same label close to fea-
ture centers. Further, considering the good interpretabili-
ty of hand-crafted features (e.g. sift), we propose to take
the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [23] into ac-
count for guiding the learning of the deep feature network.
SIFT has the following advantages: first, it is a local feature
descriptor of the image, that is invariant to view-changes;
second, its distinctiveness is good and informative, that is
suitable for rapid and accurate matching in mass feature
database; the last but not least, its extensibility can be easi-
ly combined with other forms of feature vectors. There are
many methods based on SIFT feature, which mostly rely
on the bag of word (BOW) methods, before deep learning
sprung out. In this paper, we pay more attention to the view-
independence of SIFT features, and propose SIFT guided
features for better improving the robustness of features.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows: (1) We propose a VCFL approach for learning
view-invariant features by using the view confusion
learning mechanism. (2) In VCFL, we integrate the SIFT
guidance strategy for further improving the view inden-
pendence of the deep features. (3) Extensive experiments
verify the superiority of the proposed VCFL over several
state-of-the-art models.

2. Related Work

2.1. Person Re-identification

Existing methods solve person re-identification chal-
lenges mainly through two aspects: (1) learning discrimina-
tive features which are robust to illumination, poses, view
variation and so on. (2) learning similarity metrics which
are used to predict whether two images describe the same

person. It is well known that discriminative features are im-
portant in recognizing.

However, in order to solve different challenges, these
methods try to learn robust features in different ways. In or-
der to solve the problem of pose changes and various human
spatial distributions in the person bounding box. Zhao et al.
[37] propose a simple yet effective human part-aligned rep-
resentation for handling the body part misalignment prob-
lem. Zhang et al. [35] propose a novel method called
Aligned Re-ID that extracts a global feature which is jointly
learned with local features. In order to take advantages of
body structure, Zhao et al. [36] propose Spindle Net, based
on human body region guided multi-stage feature decom-
position and tree-structured competitive feature fusion, in
which human body structure information is considered in a
CNN framework to facilitate feature learning. Li et al. [16]
design a Multi-Scale Context-Aware Network (MSCAN) to
learn powerful features over full body and body parts, it us-
es attention methods to learn meaningful body parts rather
than uses predefined parts which may not be appropriate.

For learning similarity metrics, most methods propose to
solve person re-id problems as ranking problems. Hermans
et al. [12] propose to use a variant of the triplet loss to per-
form end-to-end deep metric learning, providing guidance
for triplet loss training. Chen et al. [3] design a quadruplet
loss, which can lead to the model output with a larger inter-
class variation and a smaller intra-class variation compared
to the triplet loss. With the improvements of triplet loss,
many end to end framework can gain good performance.

2.2. Cross View Feature Learning

It’s vital to learn discriminative features which are ro-
bust to view variation for person re-id problems. Most of
methods for solving cross view challenge can be roughly
divided into view-generic methods and view-specific meth-
ods. For example, Yu et al. [33] ignored the view infor-
mation and tried to find a shared space where view-specific
bias is alleviated. Feng et al. [8] proposed a deep neu-
ral network-based framework which utilizes view informa-
tion in the feature extraction stage to learn a view-specific
network for each camera view with a cross-view Euclidean
constraint (CV-EC) and a cross-view center loss (CV-CL).
Our proposed VCFL method is a kind of combination of
view-generic and view-specific methods. To be specific,
view confusion mechanism can utilize view information to
remove the impact caused by view variation, such that the
model is robust to specific views.

2.3. Sift Based Methods

In non-deep learning era, traditional person re-
identification methods usually extract low-level features
using hand-crafted visual feature descriptors (e.g. SIFT,
HOG, etc.). Then the visual retrieval community has
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Figure 2. Illustration of the proposed VCFL. View branch is pre-trained in RAP dataset [17] for predicting the view information. Our goal
is to find the common view features with different view information. View confusion consists of view classifier based confusion, feature
based confusion and sift based confusion and it’s combined with feature extractor. The whole view confusion loss consists of the loss
of three parts as well. The adversarial training ensure that the feature distributions over different views are made similar (i.e. the view
classifier can not recognize the view angles of a person), thus resulting in the view-independent features.

witnessed the prominence of the bag-of-words (BoW) [26]
model for over a decade, during which many algorithms
were proposed. The SIFT-based methods for image classi-
fication mostly rely on the BoVW model [6]. In this paper,
we take advantage of the view independence of sift features
to find the view invariant regions in each image to guide
the learning of deep model.

2.4. Domain Adaptation

Many person re-identification methods attempt to solve
cross view problems using domain adaptation methods, be-
cause each view can be regarded as an independent domain.
Zhong et al. [43] address cross-view problem by learn-
ing a camera-invariant descriptor subspace, it’s a kind of
camera-style adaptation. Deng et al. [7] use domain adap-
tation methods to achieve image translation while maintain-
ing discriminative cues contained in its ID label. It’s no
wonder that domain adaptation methods are beneficial for
solving distribution difference problem in person re-id field.
In this paper, the work [9] inspires us a new way to solve
view variance, for which we can learn discriminative fea-
tures for person re-identification task on the main domain

and learn invariant features with respect to the shift between
the views. To be specific, we introduce the concept of ‘con-
fusion’. Actually, the view confusion can be understood as
view-agnostic, so that the features of a subject from differ-
ent views can be view-agnostic.

3. Our Approach

Person re-id is a task to find the same person across cam-
eras. The challenge is that images of same person taken
under different cameras may differ more than images of d-
ifferent person taken under same camera. Recently, most
methods treat re-id as a ranking problem, which means the
distance between the images of same identities should be
closer than those with different identities. Our approach
aims at learning features that are robust to view changes.
Comparing with other models, view-generic models ignore
view information while view-specific models are limited to
views. There are also many transfer learning methods try-
ing to turn other view information into front. However, it is
not hard to find that the transformation matrix may not be
suitable to all views, for example, the transformation matrix
for back to front may not be suitable for left to front. The
same problem also exists in view-generic models when try-



ing to learn view-invariant features through only one model.
We assume that there must be some common parts (average
images) between images with these four kinds of view in-
formation, and we call the common parts as common view
in later work. It is no wonder that it will be more suitable
to transform all views into common view, and the extracted
features in common view must be view-invariant. Our ap-
proach takes advantage of domain adaptation methods and
proposes the concept of ‘view confusion’, which means to
get rid of the influence of specific views in feature aspec-
t. Our view confusion is achieved by three parts: classifi-
er based confusion, feature based confusion and sift based
confusion. In this section, we will describe the view con-
fusion mechanism based on adversarial idea, SIFT guided
feature loss, and the feature learning network.

3.1. Feature Learning

Feature leaning has always been an important part in
solving person re-id problems, which is beneficial for latter
feature matching. Person re-identification tasks are similar
to image retrieval in some aspects, for which many method-
s treat re-id tasks as ranking problems. Our goal is to learn
a network which maps images with same id to similar fea-
tures and map those with different id to different features.
To achieve this, we propose to use triplet loss just as [12].
The basic architecture can either be googlenet [29] or resnet
[11]. Triplet loss is proposed to improve the intra-person
similarity and inter-person dissimilarity and it’s the main
loss of our basic network. According to the hard examples
mining strategy in [12], we form the training set into a set
of triplets, γ = (Ii, Ij , Ik), where (Ii, Ij) is a positive pair
of images with the same identity and (Ii, Ik) is a negative
pair of images with different identity. Then, the triplet loss
can be formulated:

Lf = Ltrip(Ii, Ij , Ik) =[d(h(Ii), h(Ij))

− d(h(Ii), h(Ik)) +m]+,
(1)

where (Ii, Ij , Ik) ∈ γ , m is the margin by which the dis-
tance between a negative pair of images is ensured to be
greater than that between a positive pair of images, h(I)
represents the extracted feature representation for image I.

3.2. View Information

We all know that person poses can be roughly divided
into four classes: {’front’,’right’,’left’,’back’}. Since this
information depends on the camera as well as the person i-
dentity, we call it view information (VI) in the remainder of
this work. In order to learn a better classifier, we need to
get accurate view information of each image. However, it is
time-consuming and laborious to manually label these view
information of images, and therefore we propose a view
branch to predict them [24]. Consider that the accuracy of
view branch predicting view information matters too much

in [24], in our network, the view branch is only used to get
view information, and we do not require the prediction ac-
curacy to be as high as possible. This is because our goal is
to get rid of these specific view information’s influence and
obtain view-invariant features.

3.3. Classifier Based Confusion

For this part, the confusion is achieved by using view
classifier, and our goal is view confusion such that the ex-
tracted features can be classified into a common view rather
than specific views. Specifically, the proposed confusion
consists of two parts: feature extractor and view classifier.
The feature extractor tries to learn better features that are
robust to view changes while the view classifier tries to i-
dentify which view the extracted features belong to. More
specifically, the classifier tries to classify features into spe-
cific views (front, right, left, back) and the feature extrac-
tor tries to learn better features which can be classified in-
to a common view by this classifier. Technically, we can
achieve view confusion through adversarial learning strate-
gy. The effectiveness of the view confusion is based on the
assumption that features become view-invariant when they
can not be classified as any specific views. In other word-
s, the gaming between the feature extractor and the view
classifier formulates the Classifier based confusion unit.

At training time, in order to obtain view-invariant fea-
tures, we seek the parameters θf of the feature mapping
that maximizes the loss of the view classifier by making
the feature distributions as similar as possible, while simul-
taneously seeking the parameters θd of the view classifier
that minimizes the loss of the view classifier. Based on this
idea, we propose to solve the parameters θ̂f and θ̂d for fea-
ture extractor network and view classifier in an adversarial
manner. It can be formulated as follows:

L(θf , θd) = Lf (θf ) + Ld(θf , θd)

θ̂f = argmin
θf

L(θf , θ̂d)

θ̂d = argmin
θd

L(θ̂f , θd).

(2)

As is shown in Figure 2, the feature extractor is used to
learn more robust features while the view classifier is used
to identify view information. We aim to get better features
through adversarial training. We assume that if the extracted
features can not be classified into any specific view (or can
be classified into a common view) by the trained view clas-
sifier/discriminator, then we achieve view confusion. The
adversarial classifier based confusion is formulated:

min

N∑
i=1

Lif (θf ) + λ

N∑
i=1

Lid−(θf , θd)

minλ

N∑
i=1

Lid+(θf , θd),

(3)



where Lf is the loss for feature learning (e.g. triplet
loss), Ld is the loss for the view classifier (e.g. softmax
cross-entropy loss), while Lif and Lid denote the corre-
sponding loss functions evaluated at the i-th training ex-
ample. Ld+ supervise the updating of view classifier to
train view classifier better while Ld− supervise the updating
of feature learning network through view classifier’s back-
propagation. N is the number of training samples and λ is
set as 0.5 in experiments.

3.4. Feature Based Confusion

In order to make the extracted features to be more view-
invariant, we try to make features of the same person, which
have different view information, as similar as possible. The
most direct way is to use center loss [31] which forces fea-
tures to close to the corresponding feature centers. Cen-
ter loss intends to learn discriminative features by drawing
intra-class distances close while increasing inter-class dis-
tances. In [8], View Information is also considered when
applying center loss to re-id to further improve the perfor-
mance, however its goal is to make each sample to be close
to view specific and the whole center simultaneously. Our
method aims to achieve view confusion in feature aspect
which means specific view centers should also close to the
whole center, center loss can achieve this without adding
any extra computation:

Lcen =
1

2

N∑
i=1

‖ h(Ii)− h(Cyi) ‖2, (4)

where h(I) represents the visual features, Cyi represents
the center (average feature) of identity y as shown in Fig. 2,
and N is sample number. We update the network parameter
θ and the center Cyi as follows.

∂Lcen
∂h(Ii)

= h(Ii)− h(Cyi)

∂Lcen
∂h(Cyi)

= h(Cyi)− h(Ii)

θ = θ − µ ∂Lcen
∂h(Ii)

∂h(Ii)

∂θ

Cyi = Cyi − α
∂Lcen
∂h(Cyi)

.

(5)

where µ and α represent the learning rate for updating net-
work and center respectively.

3.5. Sift Based Confusion

We assume that there exists a kind of view confusion
which can be achieved by the adaptive combination of deep
features and hand-crafted features. Before deep learning
becomes popular with its high accuracy, sift feature takes

an import part in the long period of using hand-crafted fea-
tures. It is meaningful if deep features can be with better
quality when combing with sift feature. SIFT features can
provide local gradient description, we wonder if the combi-
nation of sift and deep features can make features to be with
similar distribution, which may help deep features to be
more robust to view changes. For each image xi in dataset
{xi}Mi=1, we extract SIFT features and then turn them in-
to vectors using BOW model, and we call these vectors as
sift-bow vectors. Given the assumption that SIFT features
are view-independent, the more the deep features are simi-
lar to sift-bow vectors, the more view-independent the deep
features are. In other words, we use sift-bow vectors as a
supervision to help features leaning, then we propose the
sift-guided loss:

Lsg =

n∑
i=1

‖ f(xi)− g(xi) ‖2, (6)

where f(xi) and g(xi) denote deep feature of image xi and
sift-bow vector, respectively, and n is the number of images.

∂Lsg
∂f(xi)

= 2

n∑
i=1

f(xi). (7)

3.6. View Confusion

The whole model consists of the feature learning part
and the view confusion mechanism, and the latter confusion
mechanism is achieved by the combination of view classifi-
er based confusion, feature based confusion and sift based
confusion. With this combination, the whole loss function
can be concluded into feature learning loss and view classi-
fier loss. For feature learning, triplet loss, feature confusion
loss and sift-guided loss are included into Lf to keep fea-
tures’ discrimination and view-invariance. For view classi-
fier loss, it is achieved by softmax based cross-entropy loss
Ld . In the whole loss function of Lf and Ld are shown as
Eq.(8) and the update of parameter θ in the whole model is
same as in Eq.(2).

Lf = λfcLfc + λsgLsg + λtripLtrip,

Ld+ = −
N∑
i=1

4∑
c=1

yiclog
pic , Ld− = −

N∑
i=1

∑
c=5

yiclog
pic .

(8)

where yic and pic represent view information and the softmax
probabilities of the i-th image, respectively.

An alternative optimization approach: Inspired by
[10], we use the alternative optimization approach. In the
view classifier, two view classifier losses with different view
information are included. Different views can be regarded
as different domains. Minimization of the first view clas-
sifier loss (Ld+) results in a better domain discrimination,
while the second view classifier loss (Ld−) is minimized



Figure 3. In order to validate the performance of view confusion,
we compare the feature map of same id with different view infor-
mation to show the view invariance of our method.

when the domains are distinct. Stochastic updates for θf
and θd are then defined as:

θf ← θf − µ(
∂Lif
∂θf

+
∂Lid−
∂θf

)

θd ← θd − µ(
∂Lid+
∂θd

).

(9)

3.7. Implementation Details

Network architecture: The network architecture can
either be googlenet or resnet. The implementation for
googlenet is just as in [37] that we use a sub-network of
the first version of GoogleNet [29]. It’s from the image in-
put to the output of inception 4e, and followed by a 1 × 1
convolutional layer with the output of 512 channels. Specif-
ically, the person image box is resized to 160 × 80 as the
input, thus the size of the output feature map is 10 × 5 with
512 channels. However, instead of using part extraction net-
work, we use global average pooling to get final features
with 512 channels. The implementation for resnet is just as
in [12] that we use resnet [11]. It’s from the image input
to the output of pooled5 layer, and followed by a fully con-
nected layer with the output of 2048 channels. Specifically,
the image input is 384 × 128.

Network training: The google network is implement-
ed on Caffe [13]. For view confusion part, in order to train
a model with view information, we start by fine-tuning the
view-predictor branch on the RAP dataset [17]. Next we use
the view units to predict view information of target dataset.
Specifically, the model trained on RAP dataset is used to
fine-tune discriminator which is supposed to identify view
information. Similar to GAN [10] , the training method
of adversarial feature learning is to alternatively train the
feature extractor and view classifier. However, we do not
need to input noise variables because our goal is to gen-
erate more discriminative features instead of synthetic im-
ages. The training of feature extractor uses the stochastic

gradient descent algorithm (SGD) while that of view clas-
sifier uses adaptive moment estimation algorithm (ADAM).
In details, we first train the feature extractor to get the ini-
tial features, which are then feed into the view classifier.
Then we fix θf and begin to update θd. Ld− is given the
common information while Ld+ is given the specific view
information predicted by view branch. The feature learning
part is initialized using GoogleNet model that is pre-trained
on ImageNet. In each iteration, we sample a mini-batch
of 300 images, e.g., there are on average 30 identities with
each containing 10 images on Market-1501 and CUHK03.
Then, we use python model to get sift-bow vectors for each
image in each mini-batch. The goal of feature learning is to
get more discriminator features from generator, for which
we put forward many supervised identity discriminative in-
formation in the generator including triplet loss, center loss
and sift-guided loss. For feature exactor, we adopt the ini-
tial learning rate, µ0 = 0.001, and divide it by 10 every 20K
iterations. The weight decay is 0.0002 and the momentum
for gradient update is 0.9. For view classifier, the momen-
tum for gradient update is 0.9 and the updating strategy is
shown as follows:

µp =
µ0

(1 + αp)β
, (10)

where p is linearly changed from 0 to 1, µ0 = 0.01, α = 10
and β = 0.75.

The ResNet network is implemented on Pytorch. The
initial parameters and the training strategy follow [12]. For
base net, we use the ResNet-50 architecture and the weights
are provided by He et al. [11]. The initial learning rate is
0.0003, we fix the learning in the first 151 epochs and then
decay following exponentially decaying training schedule.
For view classifier, The initial learning rate is 0.001. The
momentum for gradient update is 0.9 and the updating s-
trategy is the same. The parameters of feature exactor and
view classifier update alternatively, thus increasing the dif-
ficulties of training.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol

Datasets: Market1501 [38] contains 32,668 images of
1,501 labeled persons of six camera views. There are 751
identities in the training set and 750 identities in the test-
ing set. In the original study on this proposed dataset,
the author also uses mAP as the evaluation criteria to test
the algorithms. CUHK03 [19] contains 13,164 images
of 1,360 identities. It provides bounding boxes detected
from deformable part models (DPMs) and manual label-
ing. CUHK01 [18] contains 971 identities captured from
two camera views in the same campus with CUHK03. Each
person has two images, each from one camera view. We re-
port the results of the settings: 100 identities for testing.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the retrieval results on Market 1501. The
green rectangle represents a true positive, and the red dash rectan-
gle represents a negative positive. For each samples, the first and
second rows show the results for the baseline network representa-
tion and our approach representation, respectively.

Evaluation metrics: We adopt the widely-used evalua-
tion protocol [19, 1]. In the matching process, we calculate
the similarities between each query and all the gallery im-
ages, and then return the ranked list according to the simi-
larities. All the experiments are conducted under the single
query setting. The performances are evaluated by using the
cumulated matching characteristics (CMC) curves, which is
an estimate of the expectation of finding the correct match
in the top n matches. We also report the mean average pre-
cision (mAP) score [38] over CUHK03 and Market1501.

4.2. Comparison With the State-of-the art Methods

The above experiments have shown the performance of
our proposed model. In order to verify the superiority of
our method, we compare with the state-of-the-art methods
on two popular ReID datasets. We adopt the new train/test
protocol with 767 training identities and 700 testing ones
which is proposed in paper [41]. The results of cuhk03 (De-
tected) and maket1501 are shown in Table 1, and Table 2,
respectively. From the results, we clearly observe the effec-
tiveness and superiority of the proposed method. Although
the accuracy our method is not really high in current re-id
field, our model aims to provide new ways for solving re-id
problems, thus it can be combined with many other methods
to further improve the performance, such as [28].

4.3. Analysis of The Proposed Model

Our experiments are carried on googlenet and resnet to
validate our method’s performance. The experimental re-
sults of googlenet over 3 benchmark datasets are shown

Table 1. The comparison with other methods over CUHK03(D)
Method top1 mAP
BoW[38] 6.36 6.39
LOMO[21] 12.8 11.5
Resnet50+XQDA[41] 31.1 28.2
Resnet50+XQDA+re-rank[41] 34.7 37.4
SVDNet[27] 41.5 37.3
MultiScale[4] 40.7 37.0
TriNet+Era[42] 55.5 50.7
SVDNet+Era[42] 48.7 43.5
PCB(UP)[28] 61.3 54.2
PCB(RPP)[28] 63.7 57.5
baseline 58.36 53.71
VCFL(Ours) 61.43 55.61
VCFL(Ours)+re-rank[41] 70.36 70.44

Table 2. The comparison with other methods over Market1501
Method top1 mAP
BoW[38] 34.4 14.09
person net[32] 37.21 18.57
WARCA[14] 45.16 -
SCSP[2] 51.9 26.35
DNS[34] 61.02 35.68
Gated[30] 65.88 39.5
Point-to-set[44] 70.72 44.27
CCAFA[5] 71.8 45.5
Consistent-Aware[22] 73.84 47.11
Spindle Net[36] 76.9 -
re-ranking[41] 77.11 63.63
GAN[39] 78.06 56.23
DLPAR[37] 81.0 63.4
PAN[40] 82.8 63.4
MultiScale[4] 88.9 73.1
PCB(UP)[28] 92.3 77.4
PCB(RPP)[28] 93.8 81.6
baseline 86.58 70.91
VCFL(Ours) 89.25 74.48
VCFL(Ours)+re-rank[41] 90.91 86.67

in Table 3. We suppose that the camera view informa-
tion changes can cause great variation. The proposed view
confusion can be integrated into existing methods for fur-
ther improvement. The training and testing protocol in
three dataset is the same as [37]. In Table 3, we analy-
sis the performance of our approach and the performance
with/without sift guide. The experimental results of resnet
over market1501 are shown in Table 4. The training and
testing protocol of market1501 is the same as [35]. In Table
4, we analysis the The performance of our approach and the
influence of each part of view confusion, the whole view
confusion is achieved by adjusting each part’s weight.



Table 3. The performance of our approach with GoogLenet
Cuhk01-100 top1 top5 top10 mAP
baseline 82.3 94.6 96.4 -
without sift 88.1 96.1 97.2 -
whole approach 86.2 94.9 97.2 -
Cuhk03(Detected) top1 top5 top10 mAP
baseline 71.7 89.2 93.1 80.2
without sift 73.29 91.36 95.93 81.51
whole approach 76.07 93.07 96.78 83.70
Market1501 top1 top5 top10 mAP
baseline 75.9 89.0 92.2 55.6
without sift 76.45 89.90 92.99 56.43
whole approach 78.92 90.94 93.97 58.60

Table 4. The influence of confusion with ResNet
Market1501 top1 top5 top10 mAP
baseline 86.58 95.10 96.67 70.91
classifier based confusion 85.18 94.27 96.32 69.04
feature based confusion 87.80 95.13 96.79 73.21
sift based confusion 88.57 95.64 97.24 74.30
view confusion 89.25 95.61 97.18 74.48

Baseline: The loss for base net is only the triplet loss.
GoogLenet: similar to [37], the framework is mainly based
on part GoogleNet. However, we do not use the part ex-
traction unit, we use the part GoogleNet instead. ResNet:
similar to [11], the main framework is based on resnet50,
and it’s pre-trained by weights provided by [11].

View confusion: GoogLenet: we empirically study how
view confusion affects the Re-ID performance. We conduc-
t a experiment over CUHK01 to compare the feature map
of the same person with different view information, as is
shown in Fig.3. From the result, we can draw a conclusion
that the view confusion can decrease the variations caused
by view changes and keep the discrimination, and the fea-
ture maps with the same view information are likely to have
similar feature distribution after view confusion. We inval-
idate the performance of the proposed VCFL, and further
validate the influence of sift guided loss, cause it’s a ex-
plorable part of our method. It turns out that the accuracy
with sift guided loss increases in cuhk03 and market1501, it
may provide us a way to combine hand-crafted feature and
deep features to help deep features to be with some good
quality of hand-crafted feature.

ResNet: we study the influence of each part of view con-
fusion in market1501. As is shown in Table 4, each part of
confusion has contribution in proving the performance.

The influence of view classifier based confusion: sim-
ilar to GAN [10], the training of this network is not sta-
ble enough, and we adjust the weight smaller when comb-
ing with the other two parts. The adversarial learning of

the view classifier and the feature extractor matter much in
our training stage which means this kind of confusion has a
great impact on the final performance. It can provide us a
new way to solve cross-view problems however we should
train both of the view classifier and the exactor better to
produce a positive impact on the final performance.

The influence of feature based confusion: it is not
hard to admit the effectiveness of feature confusion loss,
which improves the performance much by drawing differ-
ent views’ feature close. In the training stage, the confu-
sion loss is about 104 times of triplet loss, so we just set
λfc = 10−4 to make the whole loss converge well. Com-
pared with [8], the latter aims to specify all the views and
it may suffer the influence caused by the predicted accuracy
of view information especially when views increase much.

The influence of sift based confusion: maybe it is
meaningful when applying with deep features, but it also
provides us with ways to enhance deep features. In my
opinion, sift features are with good locality quality, and
this guidance may help deep feature to be with same distri-
bution with this carefully designed feature, thus enhancing
features’ quality in a way and we set λsg = 0.1.

The whole view confusion: each part of view confusion
has different contribution to the final model, and the weights
of each part should be carefully selected when combining
them together. In this part, we also report our retrial process
and ranking result in Figure 4, and it clearly shows that our
approach has a good impact on the performance.

5. Conclusion
This paper aims to solve view changes in person Re-

ID, and prevents the Re-ID system from dropping dramat-
ically due to large variations of camera views and human
poses. To improve the performance as well as solve view
change problems, we present a sift-guided view confusion
adversarial framework for feature learning. Our VCFL is
achieved from three aspects: 1) adversarial learning be-
tween feature extractor and the view classifier 2) drawing
features with same label close to their corresponding cen-
ters 3) taking advantages of SIFT’s view-independence, it’s
novel for the combination of hand-crafted features and deep
features. Thus, the view-invariant identity-wise features can
be learned. In our future work, we’ll explore new ways for
solving cross-view problems taking advantage of transfer
learning and explore the interpretability of deep learning
with the help of traditional machine learning methods.
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